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Today’s metadata models and metadata standards often focus on a specific media type

only, lack combinability with other metadata models, or are limited with respect to the
features they support. Thus they are not sufficient to describe the semantics of rich,

structured multimedia documents. To overcome these limitations, we have developed a

comprehensive model for representing multimedia metadata, the Multimedia Metadata
Ontology (M3O). The M3O has been developed by an extensive analysis of related work

and abstracts from the features of existing metadata models and metadata standards.
It is based on the foundational ontology DOLCE+DnS Ultralight and makes use of

ontology design patterns. The M3O serves as generic modeling framework for integrating

the existing metadata models and metadata standards rather than replacing them. As
such, the M3O can be used internally as semantic data model within complex multimedia

applications such as authoring tools or multimedia management systems. To make use

of the M3O in concrete multimedia applications, a generic application programming
interface (API) has been implemented based on a sophisticated persistence layer that

provides explicit support for ontology design patterns. To demonstrate applicability of

the M3O API, we have integrated and applied it with our SemanticMM4U framework
for the multi-channel generation of semantically annotated multimedia documents.

1. Introduction

Media management comprises the activities of planning, organizing, conducting, and

controlling the media content along its production and distribution process [43]. The

archival and retrieval of the multimedia content becomes very hard if not practically

infeasible if there is no or only limited metadata and annotations provided during

the production process. While there exist various different metadata models [24, 3,

36, 22, 23] and metadata standards [18, 31, 2, 27, 38], we argue that these are not

sufficient to annotate and provide support for the management of rich, structured

multimedia documents.

Structured multimedia documents are understood as the coherent arrangement

of media assets in time and space. They combine at least one continuous media

asset like audio and video and one discrete media asset such as text and image [50].

Structured multimedia documents can be represented and rendered in presenta-

tions formats such as Flash [1], HTML5 [60], Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) [57],
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Lightweight Application Scene Representation (LASeR) [29], Synchronized Multi-

media Integration Language (SMIL) [56] that is used for the Multimedia Messaging

Service (MMS), or Extensible MPEG-4 Textual Omega (XMT-Ω) [33]. Such struc-

tured multimedia documents are produced and management by organizations like

online media production companies or media companies producing e-learning con-

tent or interactive, multimedia-based instruction manual for large medical devices

and others. The annotation of such structured multimedia documents is considered

the association of metadata to the structured content and the media assets used for

assembling the structured document [37]. The existing metadata models and meta-

data formats are not sufficient to describe the semantics of such rich, structured

multimedia documents. They are either conceptually too narrow, semantically am-

biguous, focus on a specific media type only, or cannot be used and combined with

each other. This situation is very unfortunate as the production and management

of multimedia content is typically quite expensive. Providing a comprehensive sup-

port for representing the annotations of structured multimedia documents not only

improves archival, retrieval, and overall management of the content, but also allows

for better reuse of the multimedia documents within the organization.

With the Multimedia Metadata Ontology (M3O), we propose a generic modeling

framework that accommodates and integrates the features provided by the different

multimedia metadata models and metadata standards [14]. It allows to describe

and represent the semantics of structured multimedia documents in a coherent

and semantically precise manner. The M3O bases on Semantic Web technologies

and thus is by design supported by today’s presentation formats like Flash, SVG,

and SMIL, which foresee in their specification the use of the Resource Descrip-

tion Framework (RDF) [54] for representing the metadata. For the design of the

M3O, we have analyzed and extracted the common features and data structures

that underlie existing metadata models and metadata standards. Each feature has

then been implemented as distinct ontology design pattern (ODP) [16]. An ODP

provides—similar to design patterns in software engineering [15]—a generic model-

ing solution to a recurrent ontology design problem [16]. The patterns of the M3O

are not independent from each other. Rather, the ODPs of the M3O highly relate to

each other and are designed to be applied together. Such a set of related patterns is

called a pattern system [10]. Besides the patterns themselves, the system describes

the dependencies and responsibilities of the patterns and how they are combined.

The patterns of the M3O are based on the foundational ontology DOLCE+DnS

Ultralight (DUL) [9] and axiomatized using description logics [4]. Being a generic

modeling framework for multimedia metadata, the M3O can be applied in various

domains where the management of multimedia metadata is required. By its rich ax-

iomatization, the M3O is particularly designed to support capturing the metadata

that are created during the media production process [19]. For publishing the mul-

timedia documents and their metadata on the web, we assume that the M3O-based

annotations of the multimedia content will be mapped to other metadata formats
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such as the recently released Schema.org [18] vocabulary. Schema.org is an initiative

and common vocabulary developed by Microsoft, Google, and Yahoo! and serves

as markup language to annotate media assets on the web. As Schema.org does not

provide all features of the M3O, the transformation will be lossfull, however. This

can be accepted, as the Schema.org descriptions aim to be crawled and indexed by

today’s search engines in order to make media assets findable on the web. Once

a specific multimedia document is found and a more detailed description of the

document is requested, the original M3O metadata might be retrieved.

This paper extends the initial M3O [44] in various ways. First, we make the

relations between the patterns more explicit in the sense of a pattern system [10].

To this end, we have refactored the M3O and extracted a common Provenance

Pattern from the Annotation Pattern and Decomposition Pattern. Second, we in-

troduce the Collection Pattern to describe collections of media assets. We discuss

confidence information as information that describes the level of trust about some

annotation, decomposition, or collection. Thus, it is related to provenance infor-

mation. We show in the sense of a pattern system, how the different patterns like

Annotation Pattern, Decomposition Pattern, and Collection Pattern can be com-

bined with the Provenance Pattern. In addition, we demonstrate how the M3O can

be combined with ODPs from other ontologies such as the Participation Pattern

of the Event-Model-F [47]. A brief scenario in Section 2 motivates the different

features of the pattern system M3O. Based on the requirements described in Sec-

tion 3, we introduce the pattern system M3O in Section 4. The application of the

pattern system is demonstrated in Section 5 at various examples taken from the

scenario. Finally, we introduce the design and describe the application of a generic

access mechanism to the M3O in Section 6. This access mechanism abstracts from

the complexity of the pattern system and provides application developers an easy

to use application programming interface (API). The API can be integrated with

arbitrary multimedia applications that need to deal with multimedia metadata. As

proof of concept, we have integrated and applied the API with our SemanticMM4U

framework [46] for the multi-channel generation of semantically-rich multimedia

presentations. An extensive analysis and comparison of existing metadata models

and metadata standards is conducted in Section 7, before we conclude the paper.

2. Scenario

John works for a web company producing multimedia content such as interactive

multimedia applications and games. Today, he is working on an interesting project

for his son’s school principal to provide a multimedia presentation about the his-

tory of nuclear energy, discussing its benefits and risks. He prepares a multimedia

presentation as shown in Figure 1. The presentation consists of different parts. The
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1: Example of a Structured Multimedia Document

first part (cf. Figure 1a) shows a picture of Albert Einsteina and a photo of the

Times Square in New York. It serves as metaphor for the achievements of nuclear

energy. For the second part (cf. Figure 1b), John replaces the photo of the Times

Square by a picture showing the atomic bombing of the city of Nagasaki in Japan

in 1945. The contextual use of the picture of Einstein is now completely different

and used as metaphor for the risks and destructive power of nuclear energy.

John uses a sophisticated multimedia authoring tool at work and starts anno-

tating the different parts of his presentation (i) to express the positive and negative

aspects of nuclear energy, respectively (ii). In addition, John annotates the pictures

of Einstein, Times Square, and the atomic cloud with background information (iii).

For example, he adds information about the historic event of the bombing of the

city of Nagasaki in 1945. As John reuses some images from Wikipedia, he would

like to point to the web resources where these images can be accessed (iv). Other

images John uses are part of a larger collection he has been creating for a while (v)

and wants to make his connection to the collection explicit (vi). John makes his

confidence about the annotations explicit by adding corresponding descriptions to

his presentation (vii). For example, the location annotation of the image showing

the Times Square is annotated with a high level of trust as John has seen many

other images of the times square before. This eases reuse of the image in the future,

as its trustworthiness with respect to, e.g., the location where it has been captured,

has already been confirmed. The authoring tool John uses adds him as creator

of the presentation (viii), before the presentation together with the annotations is

rendered in concrete presentation formats like SMIL and Flash (ix). Here, the au-

thoring tool adds the information that the SMIL and Flash files are realizations of

the same presentation to ease management of the multimedia documents (x).

ahttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Einstein1921 by F Schmutzer 4.jpg, the image is in the pub-

lic domain.
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3. Requirements on a Multimedia Metadata Model

From the scenario above and the related work discussed in Section 7, we identify the

key features for representing and describing the semantics of structured multimedia

documents. These requirements are:

Information Objects and Information Realizations (REQ-1): On the conceptual

level, multimedia content conveys information to the consumer. As such, the mul-

timedia content plays the role of a message that is transmitted to a recipient. Such

a message can be understood as an abstract information object [9]. The multime-

dia content in our scenario above is, e.g., realized as SMIL and Flash presentation

(cf. (ix) and (x)). This separation between information objects and information

realizations is important for the management of multimedia documents.

Annotation (REQ-2): The M3O needs to support the annotation of both infor-

mation objects and information realizations (cf. (ii)—(vi)). In our example, the im-

age showing the Times Square is annotated with the geo-coordinates it was taken at.

The location where an image has been taken does not depend on how it is realized,

e.g., as JPG or other. Thus, the location annotation is applied on the information

object level and not attached to the information realizations. On the contrary, some

low-level metadata such as color information or the file size have to be attached to

the information realization, since they depend on the concrete realization.

Decomposition (REQ-3): Structured multimedia documents can be decomposed

into their constituent parts. In our example, the presentation is composed of the two

parts discussing the chances of nuclear energy and its risks (cf. (i)). Each part can

be again decomposed into the media assets they contain. In order to annotate only

specific parts of a multimedia document, support for decomposition is needed. A

clear separation between the information object and information realization is also

important for the decomposition. For example, physically addressing the first part

in a SMIL presentation is different from, e.g., Flash. Thus, addressing a component

is depending on the concrete presentation format used as realization. In contrast,

this does not matter for decomposing information objects.

Collections (REQ-4): Multimedia documents and in particular single media as-

sets are often organized in collections that are about a specific topic. In the scenario,

John uses media assets in his presentation that have been taken from a collection of

images (cf. (v)). It shall be possible to annotate such collections of media assets. In

addition, the provenance of contributions to such collections shall be made explicit,

which is described next.

Provenance (REQ-5): Provenance is of crucial importance to assess the source of

an information (cf. (viii)) and to judge its reliability. It is relevant for the annotation

and decomposition of multimedia documents. In addition, it is relevant to collections

of multimedia documents and media assets. In the scenario, John adds himself as

creator of the image collection about the potentials and risks of nuclear energy. In

addition, John is added as author of the presentation as he is the registered user of

the authoring tool (viii).
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Fig. 2: Patterns of the foundational ontology DOLCE+DnS Ultralight

Confidence (REQ-6): Confidence information is an explicit expression of a level

of trust about some annotation, decomposition, or collection. Thus, it is related to

provenance. In our scenario, John states with a high confidence that the image of

the Times Square he uses in his presentation actually has been taken in New York

at that place (cf. (vii)).

4. Multimedia Metadata Ontology

For defining our Multimedia Metadata Ontology (M3O) based on the requirements

above, we leverage Semantic Web technologies and follow a pattern-oriented ontol-

ogy design approach [16]. Our goal is not to provide an ontological representation of

a specific metadata standard or conceptual model but to provide a set of common

ontology design patterns (ODPs) covering the description of multimedia documents

in general. An ODP can be understood as a generic modeling solution to a recurrent

ontology design problem [16]. The patterns of the M3O base on the foundational

ontology DOLCE+DnS Ultralight (DUL) [9]. They have been specified using the

Web Ontology Language (OWL) [53] and are formalized in Description Logics [4].

The patterns of the M3O highly relate to each other and are designed to be applied

together. As such, the set of M3O patterns is called a pattern system [10] that de-

scribes the dependencies and responsibilities of the patterns. In Sections 4.1 to 4.3,

we briefly introduce the patterns reused from DUL and provide some examples.

Subsequently, we present the patterns of the M3O in Sections 4.4 to 4.7. Examples

of the M3O patterns and their combination are provided in Section 5.

4.1. Descriptions and Situation Pattern

The Descriptions and Situation (DnS) pattern [16] allows for a formally defined

representation of contextualized views on relations. It assigns roles or types to a set

of individuals. These roles or types are only valid within a particular context.

Pattern Description: The DnS pattern is depicted in Figure 2a and consists

of a Situation that satisfies a Description. The Description defines the roles and types

present in a context, called Concepts. Each Concept classifies an Entity. Each Entity is
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connected to the situation via the hasSetting relation. Furthermore, the concepts can

be related to other concepts by the isRelatedToConcept relation in order to express

their dependency. The DnS pattern therefore expresses an n-ary relation among a

set of entities.

Example: As an example, we consider a semantic annotation expressing a view

on the relation of Albert Einstein and the development of a nuclear bomb. One

might be interested in the source of this annotation. Using a simple relation is not

suffice since additional information about the context in which this annotation is

asserted needs to be provided. Using the DnS pattern, we express the fact that a

relation between the media and its annotation is valid within the context of the

user who provided the annotation. We can then restrict a search only to certain

users or types of users we trust.

4.2. Information Realization Pattern

The Information Realization Pattern models the distinction between information

objects and information realizations [9]. Information objects represent abstract ideas

that we aim to communicate. In order to communicate information objects, they

have to be implemented, i.e., there have to be concrete information realizations of

the information object.

Pattern Description: The Information Realization Pattern is depicted in Fig-

ure 2b and consists of the InformationRealization that is connected to the Informa-

tionObject by the realizes relation. Both are subconcepts of InformationEntity, which

allows treating information in a general sense.

Example: The multimedia document in the scenario is realized as both a SMIL

file and Flash file. But the message or abstract idea being communicated is the

same. In other words, the same information can be realized in different ways and

each realization communicates the same abstract idea or message.

4.3. Data Value Pattern

In DUL there exists the concept Quality to represent intrinsic attributes of an Entity.

Regions are used to represent the values of qualities. By this, we are able to model

the kinds of data that describe entities as well as their concrete values.

Pattern Description: The Data Value Pattern depicted in Figure 2c assigns a

concrete data value to an attribute of that entity. The attribute is represented by

the concept Quality and is connected to the Entity by the hasQuality property. The

Quality is connected to a Region by the hasRegion relation. The Region models the

data space the value comes from. We attach the concrete value to the Region using

the relation hasRegionDataValue. The data value is encoded using typed literals, i.e.,

the datatype can be specified using XML Schema Datatypes [5].

Examples: As an example, we model the EXIF metadata brightnessValue repre-

senting the brightness of an image. We model Brightness as a Quality since it is an

attribute of the image. As BrightnessRegion, we use the real numbers and attach the
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Fig. 3: Patterns of the Multimedia Metadata Ontology

concrete brightness value to the region using a specialization of hasRegionDataValue

with a minInclusive and maxInclusive restriction for the interval [−99.99, 99.99]. Using

the hasPart relation, we can also express structured data values like in MPEG-7.

4.4. Annotation Pattern

Annotations are understood in M3O as the attachment of metadata to an informa-

tion entity (see Section 1). Thus, annotations are metadata of information objects

and information realizations, respectively. Metadata comes in various forms such as

low-level descriptors obtained by automatic methods, non-visual information cov-

ering authorship and technical details, or semantic annotations (cf. Section 7). Our

Annotation Pattern models the basic structures that underlies all types of annota-

tion.

Pattern Description: The Annotation Pattern depicted in Figure 3a is a special-

ization of the DnS pattern. It consists of an AnnotationSituation that is a specialization
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of the Situation concept and satisfies an AnnotationPattern, which is a specialization

of the Description concept. The AnnotationPattern defines at least one AnnotatedCon-

cept that classifies each InformationEntity that is annotated by an instantiation of this

pattern. Thus, the annotation pattern allows to annotate multiple individuals of

InformationEntity within a single instantiation of the pattern. The InformationEntity

has the AnnotationSituation as its setting. Each metadata item is represented by an

Entity that is classified by an AnnotationConcept. A metadata item is an Entity that

is used for describing some InformationEntity [20]. There has to be at least one Anno-

tationConcept defined by an AnnotationPattern.

Discussion: Instances of Entity can be defined in some domain ontology as indi-

cated in Figure 3a. For example, an annotation entity of an image can be the Creator

of an image defined in some domain ontology (cf. example in Figure 8). Besides the

Entity that is used to annotate an InformationEntity, also the role this Entity plays

in the annotation and the InformationEntity itself can be defined in some domain

ontology. For example, there might be a specialization of the Annotation Pattern

that introduces concrete media types such as Image or Presentation (cf. examples in

Figures 5 and 8). The provenance of an annotation can be explicitly captured by

using the Provenance Pattern described in Section 4.7.

4.5. Decomposition Pattern

The Decomposition Pattern models the decomposition of information entities, e.g.,

the decomposition of a SMIL presentation into its logical parts. After a decompo-

sition, there is a whole, called the composite, and there are the parts, called the

components. The provenance of a decomposition can be modeled using the Prove-

nance Pattern described in Section 4.7.

Pattern Description: The Decomposition Pattern shown in Figure 3b introduces

a DecompositionPattern as specialization of the Description concept and a Decomposi-

tionSituation as specialization of the Situation concept. The DecompositionPattern de-

fines exactly one CompositeConcept and at least one ComponentConcept. The Compo-

siteConcept classifies an InformationEntity, expressing that it is the whole. Each Compo-

nentConcept classifies an InformationEntity, asserting that they are parts of the whole.

All classified entities have the DecompositionSituation as setting.

Discussion: It is important to note that in cases of structured multimedia doc-

uments there is already composition information available in the media itself. A

SMIL file, e.g., contains information about how single media assets are arranged.

However, with the M3O, we aim at representing metadata about parts of the media

that are not necessarily equal to the physical structure of the presentation.

The W3C Media Fragments working group provides a mechanism to address spe-

cific parts of videos [52]. When using an URI in the syntax of the Media Fragments

working group in the Decomposition Pattern, a specialization FragmentComponent-

Concept of the ComponentConcept should be used to indicate the use of such a media

fragment URI.
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4.6. Collection Pattern

The Collection Pattern allows to represent an arbitrary collection of information

entities that are semantically coherent. This set of information entities share one

or more common properties. For example, John has created a collection of images

showing scientists.

Pattern Description: The Collection Pattern depicted in Figure 3c introduces a

CollectionPattern as specialization of the Description concept and a CollectionSituation

specializing the Situation concept of the DnS pattern. The CollectionPattern defines

exactly one CollectionConcept classifying an InformationEntityCollection. An Information-

EntityCollection represents the actual collection and is a specialization of Information-

Entity and Collection. Finally, the CollectionPattern defines some ElementConcepts that

classify InformationEntity, i.e., the elements of the collection.

Discussion: Please note that collections and decompositions express different

mereological relations between entities. Thus, the InformationEntityCollection is a first-

order entity. It might be annotated using the Annotation Pattern described in Sec-

tion 4.4 or decomposed using the Decomposition Pattern as introduced in Sec-

tion 4.5. Also provenance of the items in the collection and the collection itself can

be added by using the Provenance Pattern, which is described below.

4.7. Provenance Pattern

With the Provenance Pattern, we allow for an explicit representation of provenance

information along with a reason or justification of this information. The Provenance

Pattern can be applied to describe the source of annotations, decompositions, as

well as collections of information entities.

Pattern Discussion: The Provenance Pattern is depicted in Figure 3d. It intro-

duces a ProvenancePattern specialized from the Description concept and a Provenance-

Situation that is a subconcept of Situation. The ProvenancePattern defines one or more

AppliedMethodRoles and optional MethodConcepts. The AppliedMethodRole classifies a

Method that represents how an annotation, decomposition, or collection has been

created. For example, it can be an algorithm for image segmentation or a manual

annotation. The optional MethodConcepts defined by the ProvenancePattern provide

further details of the applied Method. The MethodConcept classifies an Entity such

as the parameters used when applying the Method. Thus, the MethodConcepts are

related to the AppliedMethodRole, which is represented using the property isRelated-

ToConcept. Besides representing parameters used to run an automatic algorithm, the

Entity can also point to a model used for some classifier, give a high-level explanation

in case of a manual annotation, or represent the creator of a collection. In case of

concrete data values for the Entity parameters, the Data Value Pattern described in

Section 4.3 is used. To express to which entities the provenance information refers

to, the relation isRelatedToConcept pointing from the AppliedMethodRole to, e.g., the

AnnotationConcept of the Annotation Pattern is used.
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Confidence Information and Discussion: Closely related to provenance is the no-

tion of confidence (see requirements in Section 3). Confidence information can be

provided by some algorithms and explicitly represented using the Provenance Pat-

tern’s Entity. For example, an image classifier potentially knows its performance in

classifying images in a set of concepts it supports. To represent concrete confidence

values, the Data Value Pattern is applied.

Please note that the Provenance Pattern can incorporate existing provenance

ontologies. For example, the Provenance Vocabulary Mappings [58] of the W3C

Provenance Incubator Group can be used as demonstrated in Figure 5.

5. Modeling the Scenario using the M3O

Having introduced the M3O, we demonstrate the application of the pattern system

to the scenario from Section 2. To this end, the following examples describe what

happens when John creates and annotates his presentation and which patterns

of the M3O are used. The concrete objects are referred to as individuals. Each

individual has a type that refers to a concept in some ontology. Each box in the

following diagrams represents an individual and its type. For example, the box

labeled with presentation-realization-1:SMILFile in Figure 4 refers to the individual

presentation-realization-1 of type SMILFile. Concepts and individuals are identified by

URIs. However, for presentation reasons we omit the namespace.

Example 1 - Information Realization: The example shows how to apply the

Information Realization Pattern to represent information objects and information

realizations. In the example, we consider two realizations of our presentation, namely

one in SMIL and one in Flash. In Figure 4, we see the individual presentation-1 of

type Presentation, which is a subclass of InformationObject. The files are represented

by the individuals presentation-realization-1 and presentation-realization-2, which realize

the presentation. They are of type SMILFile and FlashFile, which are subclasses of

InformationRealization.

presentation-realization-1 : SMILFile presentation-1 : Presentation
realizes

presentation-realization-2 : FlashFile

Fig. 4: Two realizations of a multimedia presentation

Example 2 - Annotation of the Entire Presentation: In the next step, we anno-

tate the entire presentation with its topic, represented by a Wikipedia article on

risk society using the Annotation Pattern. As shown in Figure 5, the AnnotatedCon-

cept classifies the individual presentation-1 and expresses that this is the information

object being annotated. The AnnotationConcept classifies the individual Risk Society

from DBPedia, a Semantic Web representation of the Wikipedia article. We are not

limited to DBPedia, but can use any source of domain knowledge.
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presentation-1 : Presentation

saps-1 : AnnotationSituation ∩ AuthorProvenanceSituation

sapd-1 : AnnotationPattern ∩ AuthorProvenancePattern

satisfies

apc-1 : AnnotatedConcept

defines

classifies

isObjectIncludedIn

Risk_Society : Entity

ac-1 : AnnotationConcept

classifies

ma-1 : ManualAnnotation

amr-1 : AppliedMethodRole

classifies

john-1 : Agent

ar-1 : AuthorRole

classifies

isRelatedToConceptisRelatedToConcept

Fig. 5: Semantic annotation of the whole presentation

The example shows the benefit of using the DnS-based approach. We cannot only

express the annotation as a relation between the information object and its anno-

tation, but we can treat this relation within context. We exemplify the support for

context by adding provenance information about the creator of the annotation. The

AppliedMethodRole classifies a ManualAnnotation, and thus expresses that this presen-

tation was labeled manually. We specify the author of this annotation by classifying

some individual john-1 using the AuthorRole, a specialization of MethodConcept. The

john-1 is an Agent, a concept taken from the Provenance Vocabulary Mappings [58]

of the W3C Provenance Incubator Group. The AuthorRole isRelatedToConcept the

AppliedMethodRole, expressing that john-1 is the author of this manual annotation.

The concepts ManualAnnotation and AuthorRole are subconcepts of the DOLCE+DnS

Ultralight concepts Method and Entity. They are provided by some domain-specific

ontology specializing the M3O. To ease retrieval of the patterns, the concepts Prove-

nancePattern and ProvenanceSituation are specialized to AuthorProvenancePattern and

AuthorProvenanceSituation. However, as we do not introduce specializations of con-

cepts defined in the Annotation Pattern, we do not specialize the AnnotationPattern

and AnnotationSituation concept. In general, we introduce specializations of the M3O

pattern when we introduce specializations of the concepts defined by the pattern.

Example 3 - Decomposition: In Figure 6, we show the logical decomposition of

the presentation into two parts representing the positive and negative aspects of

nuclear energy, respectively. We further demonstrate the decomposition of the first

part into the images of Albert Einstein and the Times Square.

The upper part of Figure 6 shows the first composition, the lower half the sec-

ond one. We see that the DecompositionPattern defines the CompositeRole and two

ComponentRoles. The CompositeRole classifies the individual presentation-1, i.e., the in-

formation object representing our presentation. This relation represents the fact

that the presentation is the Composite, i.e., the whole. The ComponentRoles classify

the two InformationObjects named part-1 and part-2, representing the two logical parts

of the presentation. The lower part of Figure 6 shows how part-1 is further decom-

posed into the two Images, represented by einstein-1 and times-square-1. The concept

Image is a specialization of InformationObject representing images. We see that the

individual part-1 plays the ComponentRole in the first composition and the Compos-
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presentation-1 : Presentation

iocs-1 : DecompositionSituation

iocd-1 : DecompositionPattern

satisfies

cc-1 : CompositeConcept

defines

classifies

isObjectIncludedIn

part-1 : InformationObject

cmpc-1 : ComponentConcept

classifies

part-2 : InformationObject

cmpc-2 : ComponentConcept

classifies

iocd-2 : DecompositionPattern

iocs-2 : DecompositionSituation

einstein-1 : Image times-square-1 : Image

cc-2 : CompositeConcept
cmpc-3 : ComponentConcept cmpc-4 : ComponentConcept

classifies

isObjectIncludedIn

satisfies

defines

classifies classifies

Fig. 6: Two-layered decomposition of the presentation

iteRole in the second. Being a component or a composite is therefore depending on

the context.

Example 4 - Annotation of an Information Object: We demonstrate the anno-

tation of an image with the location where it has been taken using the GPS-based

location extracted from EXIF [31]. EXIF allows to embed mainly technical meta-

data directly into images, e.g., in JPEG files. As shown in Figure 7, the annotation

is conducted by the EXIFAnnotationPattern, a specialization of the Annotation Pattern

for EXIF. In addition, the Provenance Pattern is applied to provide the provenance

of the annotation. EXIF metadata mainly focuses on the capturing conditions of an

image. Thus, it might be tempting to attach all EXIF metadata to the information

realization. But in fact, EXIF provides many metadata that does belong to the

information object level such as camera model, camera make, location, date, and

time. Even if we transform the original image into other formats, the camera model

used to take the image and the other properties do not change. Other metadata

such as the dimensions and color depth of the image, however, are properties of the

realization. Existing ontologies for EXIF [32] just performed a one-to-one mapping

of the EXIF tags to RDF properties and thus do not add further semantics. Con-

sequently, we have decided to build our own ontology and have manually mapped

the EXIF tags to information objects and information realizations [14].

Figure 7 depicts the annotation of an Image information object with the location

where the image was taken. We attach the location information to the informa-

tion object, since the location is independent of the image realization. In order to

represent the coordinates, we employ the Data Value Pattern and introduce the

GeoLocationQuality. In addition, the AnnotationConcept is specialized to EXIFGeoLo-

cationParameter that parametrizes a Point from the WGS84 vocabulary [55]. The

concept Point is used here as Region and represents the data space of all geo coor-

dinates. We use the WGS84 properties geo:lat and geo:long to represent the latitude

and longitude of the place, where the image has been taken. Please note that the
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times-square-1 : Image

eaps-1 : EXIFAnnotationSituation ∩ ProvenanceSituation

eapd-1 : EXIFAnnotationPattern ∩ ProvenancePattern

satisfies

ac-1 : AnnotatedConcept

defines

classifies

isObjectIncludedIn

geo-location-1 : Point

glp-1 : EXIFGeoLocationParameter

glq-1 : GeoLocationQuality

hasQuality

hasRegion

"40,76"^^xsd:decimal

"-73.99"^^xsd:decimal

geo:lat

geo:long

amr-1 : AppliedMethodRole

exif-extractor-1 : AutomaticAnnotation

classifies classifies

sss∩

isRelatedToConcept

Fig. 7: Representing geo-information extracted from the EXIF header

Region, the Quality, and the WGS84 relations are not specific to the EXIF descriptor.

They could be reused in other annotations that represent geolocations. The prove-

nance of the location information is the exif-extractor-1, a common EXIF extractor

tool. Thus, it is an AutomaticAnnotation classified by an AppliedMethodRole.

An alternative way of modeling the geolocation would be introducing subre-

gions for latitude and longitude to the region Point using the hasPart relation of

DUL. These sub-regions LatitudeRegion and LongitudeRegion would then each have a

hasRegionDataValue for the latitude and longitude information. However, it is ques-

tionable that introducing two sub-regions for modeling the latitude and longitude

of a geo point is of added value for the knowledge representation. Thus, a trade-off

is needed between how deep one wants to model the knowledge while still allowing

an efficient processing of the data.

Example 5 - Annotation of an Information Realization: The annotation of con-

crete realizations of the information object times-square-1 is very similar to the anno-

tation shown in Figure 7. Instead of annotating the information object times-square-1,

the realizations of this image information object, namely individuals of ImageReal-

izations are annotated. Metadata that is typically associated with these realizations

are the image resolution and the location where the file is stored. A figure depicting

the annotation of image realizations is omitted for reasons of brevity.

Example 6 - Annotation with Provenance and Confidence: The example depicted

in Figure 8 shows the annotation of the image of Einstein einstein-1 with informa-

tion about its Creator, namely Ferdinand Schmutzer represented by the individual

F Schmutzer. The provenance is a ManualAnnotation conducted by john-1, which is

modeled using the Provenance Pattern. As the actual annotation information is

provided by Wikipedia, John states a high confidence to his annotation. John’s

ManualAnnotation has a ConfidenceQuality that uses as ConfidenceRegion the interval of

[0, 1]. The confidence is modeled using the float datatype [59] and applying minIn-

clusive and maxInclusive restrictions on it.
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einstein-1 : Image

saps-2 : AnnotationSituation ∩ AuthorProvenanceSituation

sapd-2 : AnnotationPattern ∩ AuthorProvenancePattern

satisfies

apc-2 : AnnotatedConcept

defines

classifies

isObjectIncludedIn

F_Schmutzer : NaturalPerson

ac-2 : Creator

classifies

ma-1 : ManualAnnotation

amr-2 : AppliedMethodRole

classifies

john-1 : Agent

ar-2 : AuthorRole

classifies

isRelatedToConcept

cf-1 : ConfidenceRegion

cr-1 : ConfidenceRole

classifies

hasConfidenceValue

hasQuality

hasRegion

cq-1 : ConfidenceQuality

"0.95"^^xsd:float

isRelatedToConcept

Fig. 8: Einstein image annotated with its creator and high confidence by John

Example 7 - Annotation with Complex Information: The Annotation Pattern can

also be used to annotate an Image (or other information entity) with some complex

knowledge. The example depicted in Figure 9 demonstrates the annotation of the

image nagasaki-cloud-1 with some complex annotations. The image nagasaki-cloud-1

shows the atomic cloud of the bombing of the city of Nagasaki. It is annotated with

the event of that bombing using the Participation Pattern of the ontology Event-

Model-F [47]. The Participation Pattern captures the objects participating in an

event. It also allows to represent the time and location when this event happened

(not shown in the figure for reasons of brevity). As Figure 9 shows, the Participation

Pattern is connected with the Annotation Pattern through the common EventPartic-

ipationSituation. The Participation Pattern defines the event nagasaki-bombing-1 and

the different objects that have participated in the event. These are sweeney-1, the

393rd Squadron commander Major Charles W. Sweeney who was the Pilot of the

B-29 airplane superfortress-bockscar-1 that dropped the bomb called fat-man-1 onto

the city of Nagasaki on August 9, 1945.

Example 8 - Image Collection: Finally, the example depicted in Figure 10 demon-

strates the use of the Collection Pattern and Provenance Pattern. John’s colleague

Marie has added some images to John’s ImageCollection of scientists. The collection-1

has several elements of which two of them are shown in the figure. One is the in-

dividual einstein-1, an image of Einstein contributed by John. The other one is an

image of Wernher von Braun von-braun-1 provided by Marie.

6. Application Programming Interface to the M3O

In order to make use of ontologies in concrete scenarios, they need to be accessible

from an object-oriented software application. To this end, we have developed an

easy to use access mechanism to the M3O in form of an application programming

interface (API). The API abstracts from the complexity of the pattern system

and provides application developers full access to the functionality provided by the

patterns such as annotation, decomposition, and information realization. The actual
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nagasaki-cloud-1 : Image

sas-1 : AnnotationSituation

sad-1 : AnnotationPattern

satisfies

apc-3 : AnnotatedConcept

defines

classifies

isObjectIncludedIn eps-1 : EventParticipationSituation

ac-3 : AnnotationConcept

classifies

epd-1 : EventParticipationDescription

nagasaki-bombing-1 : Event

superfortress-bockscar-1 : B29

sweeney-1 : NaturalPerson

fat-man-1 : Bomb

de-1 : DescribedEvent

classifies

p-1 : Pilot

p-3 : Participantp-2 : Participant

classifies

satisfies

classifiesclassifies

defines

hasSetting

Fig. 9: Combined use of M3O’s Annotation Pattern with F’s Participation Pattern

collection-1 : ImageCollection

cps-1 : CollectionSituation ∩ ProvenanceSituation

cpd-1 : CollectionPattern ∩ ProvenancePattern

satisfies

cc-1 : CollectionConcept

defines

classifies

isObjectIncludedIn

von-braun-1 : Image

ec-1 : ElementConcept

classifies

ma-2 : ManualAddition

amr-3 : AppliedMethodRole

classifies

marie-1 : NaturalPerson

mc-1 : MethodConcept

classifies

einstein-1 : Image

ec-2 : ElementConcept

classifies

ma-3 : ManualAddition

amr-4 : AppliedMethodRole

classifies

john-1 : NaturalPerson

mc-2 : MethodConcept

classifies

isRelatedToConcept isRelatedToConcept

isRelatedToConcept isRelatedToConcept

Fig. 10: Using the collection pattern for representing an image collection of scientists

design and axiomatization of the M3O is hidden from the application developer.

Thus, the application developers can focus on developing the metadata management

features of their concrete application.

For the design of the M3O API, a core API layer has been developed using our

persistence layer Winter [45]. Winter is a generic tool for mapping RDF to Plain

Old Java Objects (POJOs). It provides a declarative language to annotate Java

classes with SPARQL graph patterns. This declarative language provides explicit

support for ontology design patterns. By this, Winter exceeds the capabilities of

other mapping tools like ActiveRDF [42] and Jastor (http://jastor.sourceforge.net/).

We have introduced a single Java class for each M3O pattern and added Winter

annotations to it. If needed, the classes of the API can be specialized by application

developers to reflect more specific requirements of a particular domain or used as

is. In the context of this work, we focus on describing how to use the M3O API

without modifications.
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Listing 1 shows the Winter annotations to the class AnnotationPattern.java im-

plementing the Annotation Pattern. The annotation has two parameters, one for

the annotation type and one for the query. In the example, the type is PATTERN

and the query parameter contains a SPARQL graph pattern to retrieve an Annota-

tion Pattern from the triple store (lines 1-8). Please note that dul is the namespace

of DUL, namely http://ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/dul/DUL.owl. The namespace of

RDF http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns is represented as rdf. The class Anno-

tationPattern implements an interface RdfSerialisable that abstracts from the access to

the Sesame (http://openrdf.org/) triple store. The information entity being annotated

is marked as EXTERNALOBJECT (lines 11-12). This means, that the information en-

tity is provided as separate class in the API and thus is visible to the application

developers. In contrast, other concepts like the AnnotationDescription and Annotation-

Situation are hidden by the API implementation (not shown in the listing). By this,

the API abstracts the complexity of the M3O to the application developers. The an-

notations themselves are represented using an internal class called Annotation, which

is annotated with the Winter-type MAPPING (lines 14-17). A MAPPING describes

the connection between shared parts of the knowledge representation provided by

different classes of the API. The mapping is specified through the parameters src and

dst. Provenance information is added to the annotation using the ProvenancePattern

class (19-25). Further below, we find getter and setter methods for the entity being

annotated, adding annotations, and adding the Provenance Pattern (lines 28-40).

1 @winte r ( type = w i n t e r . Type .PATTERN, query =
2 ”? Anno t a t i o nDe s c r i p t i o n du l : d e f i n e s ? Annotated IEConcept . ” +
3 ”? Anno t a t i o nS i t u a t i o n du l : s a t i s f i e s ? Anno t a t i o nDe s c r i p t i o n . ” +
4 ”? Annotated IEConcept du l : c l a s s i f i e s ? I n f o rma t i o nEn t i t y . ” +
5 ”? I n f o rma t i o nEn t i t y du l : h a s S e t t i n g ? Anno t a t i o nS i t u a t i o n . ” +
6 ”? Anno t a t i o nS i t u a t i o n r d f : t ype ? Anno ta t i onS i t ua t i onType . ” +
7 ”? Anno t a t i o nDe s c r i p t i o n r d f : t ype ? Anno ta t i onDe s c r i p t i onType . ” +
8 ”? Annotated IEConcept r d f : t ype ? AnnotatedIEConceptType . ” )
9 p u b l i c c l a s s Anno ta t i onPa t t e rn implements R d f S e r i a l i s a b l e {

10 // I n f o rma t i o n e n t i t y be i ng annotated
11 @winte r ( type = w i n t e r . Type .EXTERNALOBJECT, va r = ” I n f o rma t i o nEn t i t y ” )
12 I n f o rma t i o nEn t i t y i n f o rma t i o nE n t i t y = n u l l ;
13 // Annota t i on s a r e r e p r e s e n t e d i n t e r n a l l y as Set<Annotat ion>
14 @winte r ( type = w i n t e r . Type .MAPPING,
15 s r c = {” Anno t a t i o nDe s c r i p t i o n ” , ” Anno t a t i o nS i t u a t i o n ” } ,
16 ds t = {” Anno t a t i o nDe s c r i p t i o n ” , ” Anno t a t i o nS i t u a t i o n ” })
17 Set<Annotat ion> anno t a t i o n s = new HashSet<Annotat ion >() ;
18 // Provenance i n f o rma t i o n
19 @winte r ( type = w i n t e r . Type .MAPPING,
20 s r c = {” Anno t a t i o nDe s c r i p t i o n ” , ” Anno ta t i onDe s c r i p t i onType ” ,
21 ” Anno t a t i o nS i t u a t i o n ” , ” Anno ta t i onS i t ua t i onType ” } ,
22 ds t = {” De s c r i p t i o n ” , ” De s c r i p t i onType ” ,
23 ” S i t u a t i o n ” , ” S i t ua t i onType ” })
24 Set<ProvenancePatte rn> p rovenance s =
25 new HashSet<ProvenancePatte rn >() ;
26

27 // Ge t t e r / s e t t e r o f the i n f o rma t i o n e n t i t y be i ng annotated
28 p u b l i c I n f o rma t i o nEn t i t y g e t I n f o rma t i o nE n t i t y ( ) { . . . }
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29 p u b l i c vo i d s e t I n f o rm a t i o n E n t i t y ( I n f o rma t i o nEn t i t y i n f E n t i t y ) { . . . }
32 // Adding anno t a t i o n s
33 p u b l i c vo i d addAnnotat ion ( En t i t y annota t i on ,
34 URI annota t i onConcep t ){ . . . }
35 p u b l i c Set<Ent i t y> ge tAnno ta t i on s ( ){ . . . }
36 . . .
37 // Adding the Provenance Pa t t e rn
38 p u b l i c Set<ProvenancePatte rn> getProvenance ( ) { . . . }
39 p u b l i c vo i d addProvenance ( ProvenancePat te rn provenance ) { . . . }
40 . . .
41 }

Listing 1: Winter annotations and query patterns of the Annotation Pattern

The Annotation class shown in Listing 2 is internally used for managing the

annotations of the Annotation Pattern. It has been introduced to ease dealing with

the annotations and covers the AnnotationConcept connected via the classifies relation

to the Entity concept. Thus, the knowledge covered by the Annotation class can be

considered a sub-pattern of the Annotation Pattern. The application developer,

however, only uses the AnnotationPattern class and is not burden with this internal

implementation detail. Like the AnnotationPattern class itself, the Annotation class is

annotated as shown in Listing 2 with a Winter type and query (lines 1-5). The entity

used for annotation and its type are defined (lines 8-14) and appropriate methods

for accessing them are provided (lines 17-22).

1 @winte r ( type = w i n t e r . Type .PATTERN, query =
2 ”? Anno t a t i o nDe s c r i p t i o n du l : d e f i n e s ? Annotat ionConcept . ” +
3 ”? Annotat ionConcept du l : c l a s s i f i e s ? En t i t y . ” +
4 ”? En t i t y du l : h a s S e t t i n g ? Anno t a t i o nS i t u a t i o n . ” +
5 ”? Annotat ionConcept r d f : t ype ? Annotat ionConceptType . ” )
6 p u b l i c c l a s s Annotat ion implements R d f S e r i a l i s a b l e {
7 // En t i t y s e r v i n g as anno t a t i on
8 @winte r ( type = w i n t e r . Type .EXTERNALOBJECT, va r = ” En t i t y ” )
9 En t i t y a n n o t a t i o nEn t i t y = n u l l ;

10 // URI o f the anno t a t i o n concept and the type o f anno t a t i o n
11 @winte r ( va r = ”Annotat ionConcept ” )
12 p r o t e c t e d I n d i v i d u a lUR I annota t i onConcep t = n u l l ;
13 @winte r ( va r = ”Annotat ionConceptType ” )
14 p r o t e c t e d ClassURI annotat ionConceptType = n u l l ;
15

16 // Methods f o r c r e a t i n g an anno t a t i o n
17 p u b l i c Annotat ion ( En t i t y a n n o t a t i o nEn t i t y ){ . . . }
18 p u b l i c Annotat ion ( En t i t y a nno t a t i o nEn t i t y ,
19 URI annota t i onConcep t ){ . . . }
20 p u b l i c E n t i t y g e tAnno t a t i o nEn t i t y ( ) { . . . }
21 p u b l i c vo i d s e tAnno t a t i o nEn t i t y ( En t i t y a n n o t a t i o nEn t i t y ) { . . . }
22 . . .
23 }

Listing 2: Internal representation of an annotation

Finally, the implementation of the ProvenancePattern class is shown in Listing 3.

The full SPARQL graph pattern is omitted for reasons of brevity. Like the previous
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examples, it defines a provenance entity and provenance method (lines 4-8) and ap-

propriate methods (lines 12-19). Below, we show how the API is used to instantiate

and combine the Annotation Pattern and Provenance Pattern.

1 @winte r ( type = w i n t e r . Type .PATTERN, query = ” . . . ” )
2 p u b l i c c l a s s ProvenancePat te rn implements R d f S e r i a l i s a b l e {
3 // Provenance e n t i t y
4 @winte r ( type = w i n t e r . Type .EXTERNALOBJECT, va r = ” ProvenanceEn t i t y ” )
5 En t i t y p r o v enanc eEn t i t y = n u l l ;
6 // Provenance method
7 @winte r ( type = w i n t e r . Type .EXTERNALOBJECT, va r = ”Method” )
8 Method method = n u l l ;
9

10 // Methods f o r c r e a t i n g provenance i n f o rma t i o n
11 p u b l i c ProvenancePat te rn ( En t i t y p rovenanceEn t i t y ,
12 Method method ) { . . . }
13 p u b l i c vo i d s e tP r o v enan c eEn t i t y ( En t i t y p r o v enanc eEn t i t y ) { . . . }
14 p u b l i c E n t i t y g e tP rov enanc eEn t i t y ( ) { . . . }
15 p u b l i c vo i d setMethod (Method method ) {
16 p u b l i c Method getMethod ( ) {
17 p u b l i c vo i d se tApp l i edMethodRo l e ( I n d i v i d u a lUR I methodRole ) { . . . }
18 p u b l i c I n d i v i d u a lUR I getApp l i edMethodRo le ( ) { . . . }
19 . . .
20 }

Listing 3: Winter annotations and query patterns of the Provenance Pattern

The M3O API allows for adding support to represent and manage rich seman-

tic descriptions of multimedia documents into arbitrary multimedia applications.

To demonstrate applicability of the API, we have integrated and used it with the

SemanticMM4U framework [46] for the multi-channel generation of semantically-

rich multimedia presentations in formats like SMIL, SVG, Flash, and others. The

framework has been successfully applied for the development and generation of

rich, structured multimedia presentations in application domains such as person-

alized sports news, context-aware tourist guides, and the generation and semantic

enrichment of personal photo albums [8]. The SemanticMM4U framework provides

different composition operators such as sequential(...) and parallel(...) and allows to

define domain-specific composition operators to create multimedia documents as

the example multimedia presentation in the scenario in Section 2. Once the multi-

media document is composed by the operators of the SemanticMM4U framework

(not shown for reasons of brevity), the multimedia document can be annotated with

metadata as shown in Listing 4. Finally, the multimedia document is transformed

into various target formats like the multimedia presentation formats SMIL, SVG,

Flash, and others.

An example of using the M3O API in the SemanticMM4U framework is shown

in Listing 4. The annotationBase is the location of the presentation generated by the

SemanticMM4U framework. The presentationExtension is a specialization of the M3O

and defines concepts like Presentation as specialization of InformationEntity, Image and

ImageRealization as specializations of InformationObject and InformationRealization, and
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Point and GeoLocationQuality as specializations from the Point concept of the WGS84

vocabulary and the generic Quality concept. In the example, first, the information

object of an image showing Albert Einstein is annotated with a resource from DB-

pedia using the AnnotationPattern class (lines 7-10). Subsequently, the provenance of

this annotation is created using the ProvenancePattern class (lines 13-25). The Prove-

nancePattern is added to the AnnoationPattern using the method addProvenance(...)

(line 26). The annotation and its provenance are made persistent using the addOb-

ject(...) method of Winter’s metadata mapper (line 28).

1 S t r i n g anno ta t i onBase = ” ht tp : //m3o . semant ic−mul t imed ia . org /” +
2 ” p r e s e n t a t i o n /m3o . r e a l P l a y e r . sm i l . r d f#” ;
3 S t r i n g p r e s e n t a t i o nE x t e n s i o n = ” ht tp ://m3o . semant ic−mul t imed ia . org /” +
4 ”m3o−p r e s e n t a t i o n−e x t e n s i o n . owl#” ;
5

6 // Annotat ion o f an image showing E i n s t e i n
7 Anno ta t i onPa t t e rn ap1 = new Anno ta t i onPa t t e rn ( anno ta t i onBase ) ;
8 ap1 . s e t I n f o rm a t i o n E n t i t y ( e i n s t e i n Imag e IO ) ;
9 ap1 . addAnnotat ion (new En t i t y Imp l ( new I n d i v i d u a lUR I (

10 ” ht tp : // dbped ia . org / r e s o u r c e / A l b e r t E i n s t e i n ” ) ) , nu l l , n u l l ) ;
11

12 // Add provenance i n f o rma t i o n
13 ProvenancePat te rn provenance = new ProvenancePat te rn (
14 new MethodImpl (
15 new I n d i v i d u a lUR I ( U t i l s . c r ea t eURI ( annotat ionBase , ”Manua lAdd i t ion ” ) ) ,
16 new ClassURI ( p r e s e n t a t i o nE x t e n s i o n + ”Manua lAdd i t ion ” ) ) ,
17 new En t i t y Imp l (
18 new I n d i v i d u a lUR I ( anno ta t i onBase + ” john−1” ) ,
19 new ClassURI ( ” h t tp : //www. o n t o l o g y d e s i g n p a t t e r n s . o rg / ont / du l /” +
20 ”DUL. owl#Agent” ) )
21 ) ;
22 provenance . s e t D e s c r i p t i o n (new I n d i v i d u a lUR I (
23 U t i l s . c r ea t eURI ( annotat ionBase , ” ProvenancePat te rn ” ) ) ) ;
24 provenance . s e tApp l i edMethodRo l e (new I n d i v i d u a lUR I (
25 U t i l s . c r ea t eURI ( annotat ionBase , ”Appl iedMethodRole ” ) ) ) ;
26 ap1 . addProvenance ( provenance ) ;
27

28 metadataMapper . addObject ( ap1 ) ; // Make metadata p e r s i s t e n t

Listing 4: Use of the M3O API in the SemanticMM4U framework

7. Related Work

Metadata is defined as ”data about data“ (cf. [20]). Numerous metadata models and

metadata standards have been proposed in research and industry [14]. These models

come from different backgrounds and with different goals. They vary in the domain

for which they have been designed and can be domain-specific or general purpose.

The existing metadata models also typically focus on a single media type such as im-

age, text, or video. Thus, they are not designed for annotating rich, structured mul-

timedia presentations like SMIL, SVG, and Flash. In addition, the metadata models

differ in the complexity of the data structures they provide. With standards like
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EXIF [31], XMP [2], and IPTC [27], we find metadata models that provide (typed)

key-value pairs to represent metadata of the media type image. Harmonization ef-

forts like the Metadata Working Group [39] are very much appreciated. However,

they remain on the same technological level and do not extend their effort beyond

the single media type of image. Similar standards exist for other media types, such

as ID3 [41] for audio files. Like EXIF, ID3 provides a predefined list of key-value-

pairs to annotate audio files and allows for defining custom metadata fields. Yahoo!

SearchMonkey Media [61] is an RDF vocabulary providing a set of classes and a set

of properties describing media assets. It does not provide any additional functional-

ity compared to EXIF or ID3. However, it covers further media types like video and

text. In addition, it allows to create collections of images and videos. Recently, the

providers of the three largest web search engines Microsoft, Google, and Yahoo! have

agreed on a common microformat called Schema.org [18] to annotate media assets

on the web. Like SearchMonkey Media, Schema.org supports annotation of different

media types, i.e., audio, image, and video, with technical properties as well as adi-

tional properties like editor, genre, and reviews. However, also Schema.org does not

consider the semantic description of structured multimedia content. Other meta-

data models like Dublin Core [13] support hierarchical modeling of key-value pairs.

It can be used to describe arbitrary resources. However, it is designed to annotate

entire documents and not parts of it. In addition, as it is very generic it covers only a

small fraction of the metadata needed to sufficiently annotate rich, structured mul-

timedia content. With MPEG-7 [38], we find a comprehensive metadata standard

created in collaboration with different communities [40]. It aims at covering mainly

the decomposition and description of low-level features of audiovisual media content

and also provides basic means for semantic annotation. MPEG-7 suffers from many

redundancies introduced in the standard. For example, there are several ways to

annotate image regions in MPEG-7 such as using semantic labels, keyword anno-

tation, and structured annotation [49, 3]. Several approaches have been published

providing a formalization of MPEG-7 as an ontology [12], e.g., by Hunter [25, 24],

Bloehdorn et al. [6], Garcia and Celma [17], Isaac and Troncy [28], DS-MIRF [51],

or the Core Ontology on Multimedia (COMM) [3]. In contrast to other approaches

to modeling MPEG-7 as an ontology [25, 6, 17, 28, 51], COMM is not designed

as a one-to-one mapping from MPEG-7 to an ontological representation. Instead,

COMM aims at resolving the redundancy problems of MPEG-7 by providing a

set of ontology design patterns that cover the core and repetitive building blocks

of MPEG-7. Although these ontologies provide clear semantics for the multimedia

annotations, they still focus on MPEG-7 as the underlying metadata standard.

Annotation of structured multimedia documents is in principle possible

with MPEG-7 by considering the multimedia content as a media stream that can be

decomposed. However, conducting such a decomposition for a complex structured

multimedia presentation is not very practical in MPEG-7 due to the nature of anno-

tations in MPEG-7 and the complexity involved with these annotations. In MPEG-7
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a structured multimedia presentation such as a Flash or SMIL presentation is con-

sidered an audiovisual media stream. In order to associate MPEG-7 annotations

with this stream, the audio-visual stream would be appropriately decomposed and

annotated with the MPEG-7 metadata. This way of annotating media content is

not enforced by MPEG-7 and could be done differently. However, it is likely that

it would be done in this way in order to provide support for annotations similar to

the way metadata are associated with Flash or SMIL. For example, the multime-

dia presentation from Section 2 rendered by the Real Player would be temporally

decomposed into some time-variant streams of the first and second part of the

presentation. In addition, the streams would be spatially decomposed into the left

image, right image, and the textual media assets involved. Each stream would be

annotated in MPEG-7 with the appropriate metadata at the time when it is ren-

dered to the users. This approach is not very practicable, as the annotations have

to be associated to the content each time the presentation is rendered. However, the

multimedia annotations are available a-priori to the rendering of the presentations.

Thus, they can already be associated with and stored together with the multimedia

content beforehand. This approach is followed by today’s presentation formats such

as SMIL and SVG.

From the existing metadata standards and metadata models, only few models

likes the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR) [26], Concep-

tual Reference Model (CIDOC CRM) [11], and COMM consider the separation of

information objects and information realizations [9]. Examples of information ob-

jects are stories, stage plays, or narrative structures. John’s presentation, e.g., could

be seen as an information object of a narrative structure telling the history of nu-

clear energy. Each information object is realized by different so-called information

realizations [9]. Only a realization brings something abstract such as a message into

the real world and makes it perceivable by humans (or any kind of agent). However,

it is not fully supported in FRBR as the annotations can only be applied on the

information objects. Also COMM does not fully support the separation of informa-

tion objects and information realizations. In the Semantic Annotation Pattern of

COMM, MPEG-7 descriptors cannot be associated with information realizations.

All descriptions, including format specific low-level features of the realizations, are

attached to the information object. Thus, it is not possible to annotate the dif-

ferent realizations of the same image information object with different metadata.

All annotations of the image realizations, also those that are specific to the re-

alization such as resolution, aperture, and others, have to be associated with the

information object in COMM. In addition, COMM has no support for collections

of information entities and no explicit pattern for provenance information that can

be applied to annotations, decompositions, as well as collections like in M3O. The

existing metadata models and metadata formats also hardly integrate low-level and

high-level features, i.e., the integration of representing both the features that can be

extracted from the media assets as well as the annotation with semantic background

knowledge. This is unfortunate, as studies have shown the need for semantic anno-
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tation [21, 48] and conceptual queries, e.g., in image retrieval [36, 22, 23]. Finally, a

multitude of conceptual models for multimedia metadata have been proposed such

as [30, 34]. However, they have not been operationalized or published as a standard

or ontology.

The list of metadata models and metadata standards is far from being complete

and is beyond the scope of this work. The examples discussed have been selected as

representative to show the variety of the different metadata models and metadata

standards for multimedia documents that exist today. A comprehensive overview

of multimedia metadata models and standards can be found in a report [7] of the

W3C Multimedia Semantics Incubator Group. Subsequently, the current W3C Me-

dia Annotations Working Group has published an ontology for media resources [35]

that aims at providing a mapping vocabulary for a number of existing standards,

including EXIF, IPTC, ID3, or Yahoo! SearchMonkey Media. However, the tech-

nical drawbacks of the existing standards are not tackled by this working group.

Nonetheless, the proposed mapping vocabulary is a great source for defining refine-

ments and specific extensions of the M3O [14]. Building on top of this work will

provide a core of mappings to many existing standards.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

The Multimedia Metadata Ontology (M3O) is a generic modeling framework for

rich, structured multimedia documents. It provides different, connected ontology

design patterns each providing a specific feature for representing multimedia meta-

data. We have refactored the initial M3O [44] and extracted a common Provenance

Pattern from the Annotation Pattern and Decomposition Pattern. These patterns

are enriched by a Collection Pattern describing collections of multimedia documents

and media assets. Provenance information can be added to any kind of annotations,

decompositions, and collections. We have shown that the patterns of the M3O can

be combined with design patterns from other ontologies and combined with exist-

ing ontologies such as the W3C Provenance Vocabulary Mappings [58]. In order

to make use of the M3O in concrete multimedia applications, we have developed

an application programming interface (API) based on our sophisticated persistence

layer Winter [45]. The API has been integrated and used with our SemanticMM4U

framework [46] for the multi-channel generation of semantically-rich multimedia

presentations.

All resources of the M3O are publicly available from its homepage: http://west.

uni-koblenz.de/m3o. This includes the patterns in OWL, the example presentation,

all examples of applying the M3O, mappings to different existing metadata models

and metadata standards, and the implementation of our persistence layer Winter,

the M3O API, and its use within the SemanticMM4U framework.
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